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Abstract 
The standard basis in the Steenrod Algebra JZZ, has a certain maximality property with 
respect o a left-hand lexicographic ordering on the formal monomials in the symbols {Sq”},$ 1. 
We look for bases with similar maximality and minimality properties with respect to 
this ordering and the related right-hand ordering. The minimal bases turn out to be 
compatible with the _cd$“-filtration of z12. They also give rise to a large collection of related 
bases 
The mod-2 Steenrod algebra dz is the noncommutative algebra over Z/2 generated 
by the symbols (Sq’}i”=, subject to the Adem relations: 
Sq”Sqb = Sq”+b + LgI’(bTl i i, Sq”+b-iSqi, a < 2b. 
As a graded vector space over Z/2, _c&‘~ is generated by the set of all monomials, of 
which a subset, the so-called “admissible monomials”, forms a graded vector space 
basis for &. 
The admissible monomials are defined to be the monomials Sq’ = 
SqirSqir-*. Sqio where the sequence I = (i,, . . . , i,,) has the property ik+ 1 2 2ik for 
0 I k < r. Such a sequence is accordingly called an admissible sequence. The admiss- 
ible monomials can also be defined in the following equivalent manner. Define 
a monomial Sqim. . . Sqio to be smaller than Sqj”. . Sqj” if the sequence 
(i m,lm-1,. . . , io) is lexicographically smaller than (j,, j, _ 1, . . . , j,) when read from 
left to right. Then the admissible monomials are those which cannot be expressed as 
combination of larger monomials. This point of view naturally leads to the following 
definition. 
Definition 1. Let F be the free (noncommutative) graded algebra over a field k gener- 
ated by the set of symbols {Xi}it,, and assume that for any integer N only a finite 
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number of symbols have degrees smaller than N. Let I be any linear ordering on the 
monomials in F, and let U be a two-sided homogeneous ideal in F. A monomial M is 
maximal (minimal) with respect to (U, 5 ) if M is not equivalent, mod U, to a linear 
combination of monomials larger (smaller) than M under I . 
The following observation is immediate: 
Corollary 2. Given F, ii and I as above, the set of maximal (minimal) manic 
monomials forms a vector space basis for F/U. 
Definition 3. On the set 9 of finite sequences of nonnegative integers we define the 
left-hand lexicographic ordering as follows. Let I = (i,, . , iO) and J = (j,, . , j,). 
Then I sLJ if 
- I is empty, or 
- J is nonempty and i, < j,, or 
~ J is nonempty, i, = j, and (i,_ 1,. . , iO) sL( j,_ 1, . , , j,). 
In a similar fashion we define the right-hand lexicographic ordering, denoted 
by Ia. 
Similarly, for two sequences of positive integers I, J, define Sq’ I ,_SqJ if I I ,_ J. For 
two polynomials P = cMi and Q = EN, define P I LQ if Mi I ,_ Nj for all i, j. Extend 
the definition of IR in a similar fashion. 
Remark. Notice that the order relation was defined on formal monomials and 
polynomials. It is not well defined in d2. To avoid confusion, monomials and 
polynomials will always be considered as elements of the free algebra generated by the 
symbols {Sqi}s,,. Identities in d2 will be denoted by = However, a basis of 
monomials will always mean a basis in zJ2. 
The standard basis, therefore, is the basis of maximal monomials with respect to the 
ideal generated by the Adem relations and the left-hand lexicographical ordering. It is 
natural to ask what happens if we replace “maximal” with “minimal” or “left” with 
“right”. 
Definition 4. The basic r-monomials are the monomials of the form 
xi = Sq2” sqZ”-‘. . . sq2”, 
The basic [-monomials are the monomials of the form 
z; = Sq2k sq2k+‘. . . Sq2” 
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Theorem 5. (A) The basis of minimal monomials with respect to sL consists of the 
monomials of the ,form 
such that the sequence (n,, k,), (n,, k,), . . . , (n,, k,) is strictly increasing with respect to 
left lexicographic ordering. 
(B) The basic of minimal monomials with respect to I R consists of the monomials of 
the ,form 
such that the sequence (no, kc,), (nl, k,), . , (n,, k,) is strictly increasing with respect to 
left lexicogruphic ordering. 
(C) The basis of maximal monomials with respect to sR consists of the monomials 
such that (1) j,, 1 I 2jk, (2) j, is divisible by 2k. 
To prove any of these cases it is enough to show that 
(I) any monomial which is not of the required form is not maximal (or minimal), 
(II) the number of the monomials of degree k having the required form is equal to 
the dimension of d2 at that degree. 
We first prove part (II) in all cases. Obviously, in cases (A) and (B) we have the same 
number of monomials in each degree so we can handle them as one case. Notice that 
the basic 4-monomial Xi has the same degree as the dual algebra element r,“: 1 _k. 
Each element in the dual algebra can be uniquely written as a square-free polynomial 
in it,‘:, -k)nzk>O, The monomials in case (A) are repetition-free products of basic 
l-monomials in a prescribed order. Since the dual algebra has the same dimension in 
each degree as the primal algebra, the result follows. As for case (C), there is a bijection 
between the standard basis monomials and the monomials in case (C) defined as 
follows: 
Definition 6. Let Y c Y be the subset of admissible sequences and let 9’ c Y be the 
subset of sequences of form (C). Define d : F + F’ as follows. For an admissible 
sequence I = (i,, i,_ 1,. . , ioh d(I) = (j,,jr-l,. . . ,j,h where 
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Notice that c j, = c ik, so A is degree preserving. Also notice that j, = e(Z), the 
excess of I. We have to check that the new sequence is indeed in Y-‘: 
(1) 2j,-j,+i = 2k+1(ir_k- 2ir_k_l) 2 0 so jk+, < 2jk. 
(2) Obviously, 2k divides jk. 
So the correspondence is well defined. The inverse correspondence is 
ik = 2-(r_k+l) 2j _k + * 
I=r-k+l 
That establishes part (II) in all three cases. 
We now prove part (I) for case (B). We start with a general monomial 
M = Sq'l . . . SqiP. If for some k, ik is not a power of 2, then Sqik is decomposable, and 
so can be expressed as a polynomial in lower Squares. Substituting this polynomial for 
Sq’* in M will reduce it with respect to both left and right lexicographic ordering. So 
we can assume ik = 2”. Observe that now M will not be of the form required in case (B) 
if and only if at least one of the following happens: 
(1) For some k, j,,, > j, + 1. 
(2) The sequence Sq’“ZI: with k < m < n appears in M. 
(3) The sequence Z;Z; appears in M. 
To resolve the first case, use the following relation, which holds when t > s + 1: 
s-1 
Sq2’Sq2’ _ Sq2’Sq2” + sq2”“sq2’-2” + c sq2’+2”-2’sq2’. 
i=O 
Resolving the second case is more involved. First note that without loss of 
generality we can assume II = m + 1. We now reduce the monomial Sq2”Zrf1 in 
several steps. One can prove by descending induction of k that Zr = Sq2m+‘-2k + L, 
where L cR Sq2”. This gives us 
sq2”zkm+l E Sq2”Z~Sq2”” _ sq2”sq2”+‘-2ksq2”+’ + Sq2”LSq2”“. 
The right-hand summand is already lexicographically lower than Sq2”Zrf ‘, so we 
only have to deal with the left hand summand. Now we use the Adem relation 
Sq2”Sq 2m+‘-2k ~ sq2m+l+2m-2k + c, 
where L’ <RSq2”. Now we are left with the problem of reducing 
Sq 





2m+2+2m-2* + L”, 
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where ct sR~q2m+2m-l-2*-1 <RSq2m+l. Since the binomial coefficient in the left- 
hand summand is obviously zero, we are done. 
To resolve the third case, we again use the identity 2: = Sq2”+‘-2* + L, which gives 
(z;y = Lz; + sq2”“-2Q, + (Sq2”+‘-)2. 
The first and second summands are lexicographically lower than (Zi)‘. For the 
right-hand summand we use the Adem relation 
LZ”-2”-‘1 
w-l 2”+‘-2*)2 ~ C CiSq2n+2-2*+1-iSqi, 
i=l 
where the ci are some binomial coefficients. Since i is bounded above by 2” - 1, we are 
done in this case as well, and so case (B) of the theorem is proved. 
We now prove part (I) for case (A). Notice that by the same argument we used for 
case (B), the maximal monomials for case (A) must be comprised of power-2 Squares 
only. Case (A) now follows easily from case (B). Notice that the monomials of case (A) 
are mirror images of the monomials of case (B). Recall that the Steenrod algebra 
admits an antiautomorphism x : at2 + d2. We use the following property of x, 
x(Sq2”) = Sq2” + L, 
where L is a polynomial in lower Squares. In particular, substituting L for Sq’” in any 
monomial reduces it lexicographically with respect to both left and right orders. 
Given any monomial which is comprised of power-2 Squares and which is not of the 
form (A), use case (B) and two applications of x to get an expression of that monomial 
in terms of lower ones. 
To prove part (I) for case (C), we use the dual algebra and the cohomology of the 
Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces K(2/2, n)‘. In [ 1, p. 511 Mosher and Tangora define 
a function y : F + Y as follows 
and prove that 
I 
0 40 < l(J), 
(5 y(J), Sq’) = 0 I(I) = 1(J) and I cRJ, 
1 Z=J. 
where 1(Z) is the length of the sequence I. The proof is by induction, using the 
following lemma. 
’ A direct proof using Adem relations is possible but slightly unpleasant. 
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Lemma 7. Let I ES and J E F be sequences of length k, and let I, E 9 be the sequence 
Ik = (2k-1,2k-2,. . . , 1). Then 
(5 Y(J+h), sqU+Ik)) = (5Y’J’, SqI), 
Along the same lines one can prove the same result with Sq’ replaced by Sqd(“, 
since A(1 + Ik) = A(I) + Ik. That establishes the fact that monomials of form (C) form 
a basis. 
We now look at the action of basis (C) on H *(K(Z/2, n); Z/2). According to Serre, 
H*(K(Z/2, n); Z/2) is a graded polynomial algebra freely generated by the elements 
{Sq’z, 1 I EY-, e(r) < n}, where 1,~ H”(K(Z/2, n); Z/2) is the fundamental class (see 
PI ). 
Definition 8. The halving endomorphism D on the free algebra generated by the 
Squares is defined by setting D(Sq’“) = Sq” and D(Sq2”+‘) = 0 for n 2 0. In fact it 
induces an endomorphism of 3J2. The two properties of D which we will need are: 
_ For cohomology class x and WE LZ!~, W(x’) = (D( W)x)‘. 
~ For any basis-(C) monomial Sq’Sq’O, D(Sq’) is basis-(C) monomial. 
Lemma 9. H *(K(Z/2, n); Z/2) is a polynomial algebra on the set of generators 
{Sq’l,l IEY’, I CR(n)}. 
Proof. The set {Sq’z, ) I ET-)} generates H *(K(Z/2, n); Z/2) because the monomials of 
form (C) are basis for zzZ2. If ZE Y’ satisfies I kR(n + l), then Sq’z, = 0, so these 
generators are redundant. If (n + 1) >,I >R(n) then Sq’ = WSq2k-‘“Sq2k-2”~ . .Sq” 
where W <R (2kn). Then 
Sq’t, = W$ = (Dk(W)z,)‘“, 
where D is the halving endomorphism. Since Dk( W) is a monomial of basis (C) and 
since Dk( W) cR(n), we have proved that the alleged set of generators does indeed 
generate H*(K(Z/2, n); Z/2). That this set of generators generates the polynomial 
algebra freely follows immediately from the fact that the map A gives a degree- 
preserving bijection, 
We are now ready to prove part (I) for basis (C). Let M = Sqpr. . . SqplSqp be any 
monomial, and let its expansion in basis (C) be 
M E L + c WtSq2'-'PSq2'-2P. .SqP, 
120 
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where L, { W,}t, 0 are polynomials such that L 2 RSqp+ ’ and W, cR Sqzcp. Notice that 
W, gives all the monomials in the expansion which are lower than Sq9 
Let M’ = Sqpr. . Sqpl. Then 
Mz, = M’SqPz, = M’(i,)Z = (D(M’)z,)Z, 
Mr, = Lz, + c W,SqZf-‘PSq2’-2P. . sqpz, = c ((D’W,)1,)? 
t20 f>O 
First consider the cases where either M’ contains an odd Square or pi > 2p. In the 
first case D(M’) = 0 and we get Mz, = 0. In the second case we also get Mz, = 0. 
Therefore we have 
Notice that D’(W,) is a sum of basis-(C) elements, all of which are lexicographically 
smaller than Sqp. Since those elements form a free polynomial basis when acting on zp, 
the above polynomial equation gives D’( W,) = 0 for all t, and since all the Squares in 
w have degrees divisible by 2’, we have U: = 0 for all t. So M = L in this case, where 
L 2R sqp+i and therefore L >R M. 
In case M’ contains no odd Squares, we can assume by induction that D(M’) = L’ 
where L’ 2 ,D(M’). Lifting this equation we get M’ E L” + N where D(L”) = L’ and 
all the monomials of N contain odd Squares. Then 
M = M’SqP =L”Sqp + NSqP, 
where L” Sqp Lo M and N Sqp can be made bigger than M by the previous argument. 
Therefore the above equation provides an expression of M as a sum of bigger 
monomials unless L” = M’ and N = 0. In that case D(M’) must be a basis-(C) 
monomial, and therefore M would also be a basis-(C) monomial unless p1 > 2p. But 
that case has already been dealt with, and so M is a basis-(C) monomial and we are 
done. 0 
We now look at some properties of bases (A) and (B). Recall that JzJ$‘) c d2 is the 
subalgebra generated by {Sq2’}:,,. This subalgebra is finite-dimensional, with 
dim(_&y)) = 2(“:‘) (see [l, pp. 566571). The intersection of basis A with ~2:“’ is made 
up of monomials composed of (Xr ( m I n). Constructing such a monomial amounts 
to choosing a subset of this collection of basic c-monomials, since the order in which 
they are multiplied is fixed. The size of the collection is (“: 2), and so we get the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 10. Bases (A) and (B) factor through 1;4$@, i.e., their intersections with 
&$” give vector space bases for this subalgebra. 0 
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Another interesting fact to note is that those bases bring out the symmetry of cc4F’. 
Since the construction of a basis element in L$‘$‘) amounts to a choice of a subset of the 
collection {Xr 1 m I n} one can show the symmetry by passing to the complement. In 
particular, the top element of &4’;’ is constructed by choosing the whole set, so it is 
equal to XgXhX:XtX, ‘. . X” or other words to Sqr for n 
I = (1,2, 1,2,4,2, 1,4, 2,4, 8,4, 2, 1, 8,4,2, 8, 4, 8, . . . , 2”, 2”- ‘, 2”) 
or 
I = (2”, 2”-I, 2”, . , 8, 4, 8, 2, 4, 8, 1, 2, 4, 8, 4, 2, 4, 1, 2, 4, 2, 1, 2, 1). 
Next we investigate the behavior of basis (A) with respect to the dual algebra. We do 
that in a more general context. First, use the symbol Xi to denote the element 
L5;‘:--k~~;T, in addition to its current interpretation in JcZ~. This should not cause 
confusion since in every instance it will be clear how to interpret it. Now define < to - 
be the following partial order on the symbols (Xi]: 
xl: -g x;: if n I n’ and k I k’. - 
We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 11. Let I be any linear ordering on the 
_< L be the left lexicographical ordering induced by 
{x;:x;;. . . x2; 1 x;; < xi; < . ’ . < Xi:} 
form a basis for ~4,. Furthermore, given monomials 
M in the dual algebra, one has 
CM, W = 
0 N<,M, 
1 N=M. 
Proof. Assume N I,_ M. Write 
coproduct on 4 gives 
P+l 
4*(x;) = c xpg xi-‘, 
i=q 
where X,P+1 is interpreted as 1. 
Therefore we have 
CM, N) = (4*(X;:). 
,,,f = X”‘. . . X”r 
kl kr, N = X;N’ and notice that the 
For q I i I p we have Xc -<_ Xp and so Xc I Xp. 
symbols {Xi} extending < . Let - 
_< . Then the monomials 
M, N in that set, and interpreting 
. .4*(X;:), X;: 0 N’), 
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where Xi is smaller than or equal to the left-hand parts in each of the coproducts. The 
form (M, N) will equal zero unless the degrees of some of those left-hand parts add 
up to the degree of Xi. Observe that the degrees in a set {X;: 1 Xi: 2 Xi} cannot add 
up to the degree of Xi unless the set has a unique element, and this unique element is 
Xi. If that happens, then for some j, Xz I Xi, and since N I~ M this is only possible 
if j = 1 and (ni, k,) = (n, k). In that case, M and N start with the same basic 
t-monomial, and we proceed by induction. The claim that the above monomials form 
a basis now follows since those monomials form a basis when interpreted in the dual 
algebra. 0 
The same theorem holds if basic t-monomials are replaced by basic [-monomials 
and the interpretation of Zi in the dual algebra is defined to be i,‘: 1 -k. 
Haynes Miller challenged me to use those bases to prove the conjecture that 
(Sq2”)2”f2 E 0. I failed, so instead I would like to suggest more conjectures: 
Conjecture 12. (Sq2”)2”+’ = X;-‘X[XlX;. . .X::_,X;. 
Conjecture 13. (Xi)n+k+2 = 0. 
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